
marble of genes 121 
Elegance and simplicity are what make marble 

of Genes ideal with both modern and retro 

decors.  

Stone collection 

bounty 010 
Bounty creates a light grey stone look with 

distinct straight lined grain running through it 

giving the top an unparalleled texture. It 

makes a perfect complement to an industrial 

or rustic setting with a balance of hues and 

colour.  

marble bianco 070 
A white marble table makes an impression 

while adding function to any space.  Look for 

a white marble table for an eye -catching 

aesthetic.  

puntinella 111 
The concrete look is here and it ’s ready to 

bring a subtle yet sophisticated edge to your 

interiors. It can add a bold punch of texture 

and visual interest to your restaurant.  

Timeless Appeal 

Fans of  stone tabletops love the timeless appeal they exude. The beauty of natural stone lies in their 

colourful veining and specks. They can easily blend into your restaurant décor, and elevate the look and 

feel. 

* Available in select sizes only, please check before ordering

* Available in select sizes only, please check before ordering



white 001 
White table can create a minimalist clean look 

with maximum impact, offering a more 

contemporary feel.  

Uni collection 

alu  056 
Modelled to create a brushed silver look, this 

finish adds a sense of depth to a material that 

is most commonly associated with utilitarian 

purposes.  

black 055 
Black table tops make it easy for you to show 

off your most popular entrees and beverages 

for your customers, accenting the color of 

your dishware and the food itself .  

Some of the most common and coveted finishes are uni decors. The uniform look works well in many 

situations since it is very neutral but also contemporary and fresh. The pale tone brings a sense of 

cleanness and lightness to the space while the black decor twist of subtle sophistication.    

anthracite 084 
Anthracite perfectly combines with concrete, 

steel or wood that is why it suits to either 

classical, minimalist, rustic, loft and 

industrial. It greatly matches with contrasting 

colors. What is more, it creates a harmonious 

combination with white.  



palissade white 150 
United by a common principle of being 

graphic, the Palissade collection is 

engineered to reproduce the same visual 

simplicity and core strength throughout. 

Designed in colour to integrate effortlessly 

into a natural landscape or urban setting.  

Wood collection 

wenge 103 
Wenge is a rich and luxurious wood and this 

realistic laminate has captured its spirit 

perfectly, If you are looking for a beautiful 

table for your restaurant, bar, or home then 

look no further.  

Palissade grey 065 
United by a common principle of being 

graphic, the Palissade collection is 

engineered to reproduce the same visual 

simplicity and core strength throughout. 

Designed in colour to integrate effortlessly 

into a natural landscape or urban setting.  

Kbana red 271 
These tabletops with straight planks decors 

are the perfect way to delight your guests with 

a gorgeous industrial or rustic setting to 

enjoy. Each table provides its own unique 

character.  

The beauty of wood tabletops  is undeniable. They’re luxurious, versatile in style, application, and bring 

warmth to any space  



indiana 057 
Indiana possesses warm color and a strong 

closed grain, which may display vine marks 

and "bird's eye". Occasionally, a wave-like 

grain called "flame" maple graces a tabletop.  

wood collection 

oak 342 
Oak is a classic wood type that is perfect for a 

traditional styled restaurant.  It provides a 

warm, comfortable ambiance, making it a 

great choice for any traditional dining room.  

oak antique 316 
These stylish table tops are finished to give a 

rustic aged look and would fit perfectly to any 

dining environment.  

idaho 246 
Idaho is a light colored wood décor and can 

easily fit into both traditional and 

contemporary decorating styles.  

* Available in select sizes only, please check before ordering

* Available in select sizes only, please check before ordering



palissade lodge 175 
United by a common principle of being 

graphic, the Palissade collection is 

engineered to reproduce the same visual 

simplicity and core strength throughout. 

Designed in colour to integrate effortlessly 

into a natural landscape or urban setting.  

wood collection 

plank brown 268 
These tabletops with straight planks decors 

are the perfect way to delight your guests with 

a gorgeous industrial or rustic setting to 

enjoy. Each table provides its own unique 

character.  

cadiz red 124 
Colored and patterned, this decor enables you 

to combine nature and modernity.  

* Available in select sizes only, please check before ordering




